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¡ Vamos !
Exploring the
Iberian Peninsula

market trends

Vines Under Attack | From
Phylloxera to the Easter Bunny
Jane Masters, Opimian’s Master of Wine

eDITORIAL

Sharpen
Your Pencils!
Welcome to the 5th issue
of Vino Etcetera.
Together we’ve explored the
wonders of Australia and New
Zealand, ventured to South Africa,
taken in Chile and Argentina’s
incredible sights, and tasted the
marvels of Italy. This month we are
travelling back to the Old World to
sample Spain and Portugal’s
phenomenal wines and fun
lifestyle.
At Opimian, the Vino Etcetera team
has been working hard to create
content and to share our passion
for travel and wine with you, our
members. Happy Hour is back with
tasting notes from your Area
Representatives.
Let us know — what would you like
to see featured in your magazine?
Do you have a story to contribute,
or an anecdote to share? We’re all
ears, so don’t hesitate to
communicate your thoughts and
wishes!
The Vino Etcetera Team
Write us at
communications@opimian.ca
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Good quality wines are produced from ripe, healthy grapes, which in turn
come from healthy vines. It is generally considered that the older the vine,
the lower the quantity and the higher the quality of grapes produced. As is
often the case, this is an oversimplification. Vines are susceptible to a
number of diseases and pests. Some of these plagues impact the growing
season, influencing the quality and yield of grapes produced; others
threaten the overall viability of the vine.
Fungal diseases such as powdery and downy mildew are common and affect
the vines’ growth over the season, influencing the yield and quality of grapes
produced. Rainfall, the amount of sunshine, and wind all affect
development. In particular, rainfall at harvest time can cause Botrytis
cinerea or grey rot, leading to inferior flavours and highly volatile acidity.
Phylloxera has devastated European vineyards since the late nineteenth
century. Vine growers witnessed their vines dying over a number of years,
but did not recognize the cause. In fact, it was a microscopic insect that
feeds on and damages vine roots. The epidemic spread across Europe, with
the exception of certain vines planted on very sandy soils, such as in Toro,
Spain. The solution? Graft European vines onto American rootstock. Most
vineyards around the world are grafted this way, with some exceptions in
South Australia and Chile.

Today’s concerns include trunk
diseases such as Eutypa, Esca and
Botryosphaeria, which are all on
the increase around the world.
These maladies are little
understood and there is no proven
way to control their spread. Symptoms
do not become apparent until the vines
die, at which point many neighbouring
vines may already be infected. Insects can
have a direct impact and even become a
vector for harmful bacteria and viruses.
Other pests I have come across in
wine regions include rabbits (which
love to feast on young shoots and can
strip a vineyard overnight), starlings,
wild boars, deer and kangaroos.
Perhaps this provides some insight
into why these varmints are often
consumed in local meat dishes!

your stories

Roaming Rioja

We began our Spanish
adventure in Madrid,
visiting iconic landmarks
like the Prado Museum
and beautiful Buen
Retiro Park. After
several days exploring
Spain’s capital city, we
were off to Logroño, the
capital city of Rioja and
gateway to the region’s numerous wineries. The city
offers many options for accommodation near the town’s
historic centre and the popular Calle Mayor nightlife
district. Logroño is the place to experience legendary
tapas in the bars and restaurants lining Calle del Laurel
and Calle San Juan, where Spanish hospitality spills out
into narrow laneways.

Natasha Hudson and her
husband Jason Whelan are
Opimian Representatives in
Newfoundland and Labrador.
Travelling to Spain last year,
they took the opportunity to
visit several of Opimian’s
suppliers. From Madrid and
San Sebastian through Rioja,
follow Natasha on her
captivating trip.

Next was a stopover in San Sebastian. Known as the
culinary capital of Europe, this legendary seaside resort
town boasts a Basque culture all its own. We visited
several revered restaurants, with Rekondo standing out
as a favourite find on the edge of the waterfront district.
The restaurant’s wine cellar, a 50-year labour of love by
the owner, resembles an encyclopedia of wines around
the world — an experience in itself!
As Spain’s foremost wine region, Rioja truly showcases
the very best in Spanish culture, history, food and wine.

Logroño served as our base to explore some of Spain’s
most famous wineries, many just a short drive away.
Campo Viejo was one such stop, with an expansive visitor
centre, organized tours, and a production house sitting
20 metres underground. Relaxing in the afternoon sun on
the visitor centre’s patio and enjoying their limitedrelease Dominio Tempranillo offering, it was easy to
appreciate the Spanish passion for wine!
A short drive from Logroño is the Marqués de Riscal
Vineyard Hotel in Elciego. With its Frank Gehry-designed
hotel, elaborate visitors’ grounds and location on the
outskirts of a medieval stone village, this winery offers
guests an ethereal experience. Stunning vistas greeted us
at every window and restaurant terrace, with endless
rows of vines and mountain plateaus into the distance.

Opimian’s spanish suppliers:

Axial Vinos zaragoza
Spanish Palate Toro
Bodegas Concavins

Barberà de la Conca

Vinoselección Madrid
vinoetcetera |
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Q&A

José Gaspar
JAPG (Quinta da Barreira)

Born in Lisbon in 1948, José Gaspar graduated
in agronomy and holds a Master’s degree in
viticulture and oenology. He teaches viticulture
at Lisbon University, is a director of Seagram
Portugal, and president of several wine
companies, including the Tejo Wine Region
(Vinhos do Tejo). Since 1996 he has been
developing his own project at Quinta da
Barreira with the company JAPG, Lda.

1. What does your relationship
with Opimian mean to you?

It is a long and fabulous
relationship, much more than a
professional connection.
It’s exciting and a privilege to
produce Portuguese wines each
year that are then chosen by
Opimian to offer to its members.
2. When did you realize that
producing wine was your
passion?

Since the moment I decided to be
oenologist and wine maker, 45
years ago. The first wine I produced
in 1974 was a white wine base to
sparkling in the Douro Valley.
Simply exhilarating!
3. Which of your current wines
are you the most excited about?

I was professionally “born”
producing sparkling wines and my
heart beats faster when it comes to
these wines. Different from other
wines, we must first produce a wine
base and then transform it into
sparkling using an additional
oenological operation. It’s essential
to sensibly “guess” what will
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happen in the second fermentation
inside the bottle. We are now
preparing the 2016 “Surhysys Cuvée
Prestige“, which will hopefully be
available next year.
4. What is your favourite drink,
besides wine, of course!

Water!
5. If you were not a wine
producer, what would you do?

10. Your favourite destination?

Mozambique, on the southeastern
coast of Africa.
11. Name three people, dead or
alive, you would like to have as
guests around your table.

My father, who passed in 1988, my
mother, who is still alive, and
Humphrey Bogart.
12. Red, white or rosé?

I think nothing is as fulfilling as
creating a good wine, but one thing
comes close: cooking.

All of them are very good!

6. What is your favourite dish?

It’s impossible to say, as I’ve spent
a lifetime tasting different wines.
I can say that it depends on the
situation. I remember different
occasions when I tasted great
wines: a 1985 Sandeman Port
Vintage, a 1990 Krug Grande Cuvée,
and a 1982 Barca Velha.

As a lover of Portuguese cuisine, I
appreciate a good codfish.
7. Your favourite book or movie?

Out of Africa.
8. Who is a person you admire?

My mother.
9. What bottle is open in your
kitchen right now?

I am getting ready to open my new
2017 Talentus Red.

13. What is the best wine you
have ever tasted?

14.Describe your philosophy in
one sentence.

Loving people and producing good
wines.

wine tourism

Portugal | Land of Mosaics

From castles, cathedrals and
monasteries to Mediterranean
cuisine, Portugal is a gorgeous
country, rich in history, friendly
people, and a unique cultural
heritage. Touched by the warm
jet-stream waters of the Atlantic,
it’s one of Europe’s warmest
countries . Little wonder it’s a
year-round tourist destination
that anyone can enjoy!

Cork: 100% Natural, Reusable, And
Recyclable
For wine lovers, Portugal resonates with port, Old World
wines and… cork wine stoppers, the best-known item
made from this material. Did you know that Portugal is the
most important cork producer in the world, ahead of
Spain, Algeria and Morocco?
azulejos
While cork is Portugal’s national pride, Azulejos,
widely known as ceramic tile painting, is a traditional
art still integral to the culture. First recorded in
Portugal in the 15th century and brought in by the
Moors, the name comes from the Arabic, meaning
“small polished stone”. Azulejos are recognizable
by their blue tones. Whether they are used as floor
tiles, home or church decorations, they are embedded
all over the country’s landscape.

Cork is an impermeable and natural plant tissue from the
cork oak tree. When harvesting, the bark is removed from
the tree using only axes, hammers, and simple human
strength. No tree is cut down, rendering it a sustainable
process. The longevity of the tree varies between 150 and
200 years. To protect the species and ensure the
regeneration of the cork oak trees, bark stripping is only
done every nine years.
As a highly versatile and resistant raw material, cork is
used in furniture, flooring, sound insulation and other
construction materials. It has gained popularity with
fashion designers and artisans with its eco-friendly and
lightweight characteristics. From jewellery, purses and
dresses to various memorabilia, the pride of Portugal is
being utilized in very creative ways.
Although the arrival of alternatives, such as plastic
stoppers and twisted caps, has put some pressure on the
industry, cork is still popular, especially thanks to recent
high demand from France and China. For oenophiles, cork
remains a sign of quality, and just like Old World wines,
some traditions are too deeply-rooted to fade.

vinoetcetera |
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Barcelona |
Hot Days,
Cool Nights
With more than 300 days
of sunshine per year,
Barcelona is the perfect
place to immerse yourself
in the Mediterranean way
of life. Here, Cava, tapas
and nighttime fiestas are
not only for tourists.
Everywhere, residents
wander the warm and lively
streets, driven by an
insatiable joie de vivre.
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The Urban Beach
The 1992 Olympic Games marked
the spectacular renaissance of
Catalonia’s capital. The access to
the sea has completely transformed
urban planning and the lives of local
dwellers. The beach is an integral
part of the city and daily life of
Barcelonians who head there over
their lunch break — the siesta — to
drink a beer, ride a bike (cover) or
enjoy a quick swim.
Barcelona the Beautiful
In this city where everything is
beautiful, simply admiring the
environs can sometimes feel like a
wonderful daydream. The warm
atmosphere is conducive to strolls

and contemplation. Leisure activities
abound, as do excellent restaurants
and lively terraces. Admire Gaudí’s
masterful Sagrada Familia and
follow in the footsteps of the famous
architect’s legacy, scattered
throughout the city.
Drink, Eat, Dance
Each day breaks softly; Barcelona
wakes up slowly, perhaps still
sleepy from having celebrated all
night. You are well into late
morning by the time you dip your
croissant in your coffee.
Afterwards, the city comes to life,
enveloping you with its Latin soul.
At the end of the work day, around
8 p.m., you join the locals for a
drink at a lively tapas bar. With a
glass of Cava or beer in your hand,
you let yourself be tempted by the
dozens of regional appetizers that
will keep you full until dinner —
scheduled for much later that
evening! The night continues to fly
by to the rhythm of Barcelona’s
pleasures, when all of a sudden,
the sun’s first rays tickle your eyes
and you realize that you forgot...
to go to bed!

community

Olive Oil | A Sip of Heaven
www.favuzzi.com

Professional tasters use tulipshaped glasses with a blue tint,
so they are not influenced by the
oil’s colour. Indeed, colour is not
an indication of quality.

As with wine, one must taste an olive oil in order
to recognize its quality. Michel Favuzzi, Olive Oil
Sommelier at Favuzzi, shares his knowledge on this
kitchen essential.
While cooking with olive oil has become part of our
habits, tasting it is not. When is the last time you tasted
your oil before using it? By putting the principles of oil
tasting into practice, it becomes easy to identify an oil’s
level of quality and flaws. As with wine, olive oil
specialists are called sommeliers. True experts in
tasting, they can judge the quality of an olive oil very
quickly by an olfactory and a taste test.
Olive Oil should not necessarily
taste like olives
The same way wine does not taste like grapes, olive oil
does not taste like olives. In fact, an olive tapenade
taste is a sign that the oil is fusty (fermented).
1. At home, a wine glass can be used for tasting. Pour
a small quantity of olive oil (15 ml) into the glass.
Place one hand on top of the glass to retain the
aromas while warming the base of the glass with
your other hand.
2. Turn the glass in your hand for a few seconds to
warm the oil and help release its fragrance.
3. To taste the oil, swirl a small quantity around your
mouth while inhaling and exhaling through the nose
to enhance the perception of aromas in retroolfaction. The first sensation is bitterness, followed by
pungency. The oil’s aromatic intensity is identified
last, depending on its persistence in the mouth.

A good oil evokes freshness: it smells and tastes crisp
and green. It is bitter, pungent and harmonious all at
once. A superior oil does not leave a greasy sensation
on the lips or palate; this would be a sign of oxidation.
The oil’s aromatic intensity, described as delicate,
moderate or intense, refers to the persistence of the
taste in the mouth and is independent of bitterness
and pungency.

“Olive trees bear fruit
in most temperate
climates where
grapevines also grow.”
Excellent oils can be produced in any part of the world
where olives are grown. In fact, we can consider each
olive variety as “innocent”; the quality of the oil is
determined by the producer’s know-how. Spain is the
country that produces the most olive oil. Italy, Greece,
Turkey, Tunisia and Portugal round out among the top
ten producers.

vinoetcetera |
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food

Time for Tapas!
Spanish Palate’s delicious tapas recipes are in
collaboration with La Esquina de Colas’— a
renowned restaurant in Toro, Spain, and
considered one of the top places for tapas.

Guiso de Pluma Iberica

Pork loin stew

Ingredients
• 1 top-quality pork loin, about
4.5 lbs (2.5 kg)
• 2 tbsp (30 ml) olive oil
• 2 medium onions, finely chopped
• 4 finely chopped garlic cloves
• 2 basil leaves
• 3 oz (30 g) grated dark chocolate
• 1 tsp (5 g) cornmeal
• 2 cups (500 ml) white wine
• 4 cups (1 L) water
• Salt and pepper
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Directions
1. Cut pork loin in 2 cm cubes and
season with salt and pepper.
2. Flash fry the meat in the olive oil
on high heat to seal in the juices.
Reserve the meat.
3. In the oil left in the pan, add
onions, garlic, basil, and fry until
golden brown.
4. Add chocolate, cornmeal, white
wine, and cook on high heat until
the alcohol has evaporated and
the sauce has thickened.

5. Add the reserved meat, water
and salt and pepper (around
4-5 pinches of salt). Cook
1.5 hours on a fairly high heat,
stirring occasionally to ensure
the pork doesn’t stick.
6. Reduce the heat over the next
1.5 hours. The sauce should be a
nice thick stew texture.
7. Serve over a bed of fried potatoes
and grate more of the dark
chocolate on top for decoration
and extra flavour.

Pulpo

Octopus Esquina de Colas style
Ingredients
• One large octopus tentacle
• 6 or 7 thin bacon slices,
cut 3 cm long
• 1 cup (500 ml) mayonnaise
• 1 tsp (5 ml) paprika
• 1 crushed garlic clove
• Juice of half a lemon
• Olive oil
• Coarse salt

Directions
1. Cook the octopus in water for 50 minutes. Remove it from
the water and let it cool down.
2. Using a small paring knife, cut small slits about 1 cm deep
and 1.5 cm wide. This will later allow the octopus to absorb
the flavours.
3. In a shallow skillet, fry the bacon at a high temperature
until almost crispy. Remove the bacon from the pan and
reserve.
4. In the same pan, on high heat, add the octopus and cover
with a lid to add a smoky flavour. Cook 2-3 minutes on each
side until the liquid has been absorbed and the octopus
has a pleasing brownish colour.
5. To prepare the sauce: blend the mayonnaise, the paprika
(try different types to play with the flavours), the garlic,
the lemon juice and a drizzle of olive oil.
6. To serve, add a large spoonful of the sauce on a platter
and use the back of a spoon to form the shape you want.
You also can try a blowtorch to add colour.
7. Place the octopus on a plate and insert the bacon pieces
into the cuts on the octopus. Add a generous sprinkle of
coarse salt for flavour and decoration.

Esperanza,
Verdejo,
DO Rueda, 2018,
Lot 1248

andalusian Gazpacho

by Axial Vinos

Ingredients
• 1 lb (500 g) ripe tomatoes
• 1 slice stale bread
• ½ green pepper
• 1 clove
• ½ cucumber, peeled and chopped
• 100 ml olive oil
• 4 tbsp (60 ml) red wine vinegar
• Fine salt

Directions
1. Scald and peel the tomatoes and place in a blender.
2. Add the cucumber, the pepper, and garlic.
3. Purée all the ingredients until smooth. Add salt, vinegar,
and oil. Adjust the seasoning.
4. Pass through a strainer and let cool for an hour.
5. Serve the Andalusian gazpacho in individual cups,
accompanied by a side dish of bread, cucumber, onion,
tomato and hard-boiled egg.

vinoetcetera |
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The Mâconnais | A
Historical Landscape
The Mâconnais, a sub-region of Burgundy,
produces light, lively and charming wines.
It is said that King Louis XIV purchased Mâcon
wines in the 17th century, making them
eternally popular.
The Mâconnais region is the southernmost sub-region
in Bourgogne. It is centered around the town of Mâcon,
an hour north of Lyon. A considerable amount of wine
is produced here, made from Chardonnay (the
predominant variety), Pinot Noir and Gamay. The
region covers a 10-kilometre-wide strip of vines
35 kilometres long, between the villages of Senneceyle-Grand and Saint-Vérand.
Monks from the Abbaye de Cluny, 25 kilometres away,
started their own vineyards in 910 A.D. The wines,
at first used to celebrate mass, were eventually
commercialized as production increased. By the 15th
century, the wines were being sold all over Europe.
The abbey is open to the public, where you can admire
unique mural paintings dating back to the 12th century.
Did you know?
The village of SaintVérand is spelled with
a “d”, but when discussing
wine, the AOC is spelled
“Saint-Véran”.

Domaine Mont Saint-Gilbert
Domaine Mont Saint-Gilbert is located in the
Mâconnais at Davayé and consists of approximately
40 hectares of vineyards located in both the
Mâconnais and Beaujolais regions. It is managed by
Sébastien Collonge, who also makes the wines. Vines
are planted in the villages of Charnay-lès-Mâcon,
Vergisson, Chasselas, Leynes, Pruzilly and Juliénas.
Great Burgundies and Beaujolais wines are produced
here, all respecting sustainable viticulture principles.
Red grape varieties (Pinot Noir and Gamay) are planted
on granite soils, while the white Chardonnay grapes
grow in clay and limestone soils.
Sébastien Collonge’s philosophy is to produce fruitdriven wines, keeping their freshness and reflecting
their terroir. Enjoy these exceptional wines from the
Mâconnais offered in Cellar C266 (lots 1298-1300)!
Rocks of Solutré and Vergisson
An emblematic sight in the region, the calcareous Rock
of Solutré (493 metres high) has been inhabited since
Paleolithic times and is a precious prehistoric site.
Nowadays vineyards adorn its surroundings, producing
exceptional wines recognized around the world.
The Rock of Vergisson stands two kilometres north of
Solutré and peaks at just 10 metres lower than the former.
Its slopes are sprinkled with the acclaimed vineyards of
Pouilly-Fuissé, Saint-Véran, and Mâcon-Vergisson.
The entire site, covering about 3000 hectares, includes
1000 hectares of vineyards. This is the birthplace of
Chardonnay, which accounts for 80% of the plantings.

Domaine Mont Saint-Gilbert, AOP
Mâcon-Villages, Vin de Bourgogne,
2017, Lot 1298
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Tasting notes

Happy Hour

Opimian’s Area Representatives reflect on
previous vintages from suppliers featured
in the current Cellar Offering. Each issue
highlights a few bottles they have enjoyed
with friends and family.
area REPs
Suggest
Michael Lutzmann
Area Representative, South Central
Ontario

La Mateo Colección de
Familia Crianza, DOCa.
Rioja, 2015, Bodegas D.
Mateos, C257, Lot 9631

Gillian
Dawe-Taylor
DipWSET Candidate,
Area Representative,
Northwest
Territories & Nunavut

Botas de Barro,
Old Vine Garnacha,
DO Almansa, 2015,
C248, Lot 9456
2017 now available,
C266, Lot 1261

Curled up in front of the fire, I can
just imagine the vintners’ “dirty
boots” in the Almansa region of
Spain. This is a dark-ruby red wine of
surprising complexity with an
enticing aroma of black pepper, dark
chocolate and coffee notes that give
way to fresh dark fruits like plums,
blackberries and black cherries. On
the palate the grippy tannins are
balanced with light vanilla oak, and
the fervour of the spice rises to
accentuate and complement the fruit.
It is a still-developing wine that is
medium-plus bodied and wellstructured with an incredibly pleasing
length on the finish. Enjoy this wine
now or hold it for an additional three
to five years. Decant for a few hours
for maximum pleasure. The price
point on this wine makes it an
exceptional find.

I was aiming to cook a rich and bold
beef stew to pair with the Montblanc
362 Tempranillo/Cabernet — that is
until I opened it! I was pleasantly
surprised by both the red fruit
(strawberry, cherry) and dark fruit
(plum) on the nose and palate as well
as some dark chocolate on the
palate. Light body and tannins were
beautifully balanced with medium
acidity. Equally surprising, a hint of
vanilla showed on the finish,
indicating that this entry-level wine
had seen some oak. As I have come
to expect from Opimian wines, this
price-point wine punches above its
weight. I ended up cooking a beef
Stroganoff, which turned out to be a
better food pairing!
While the 2015 was
ready to drink (as will the
one on offer in this
offering), the 2018 will
last one to three years in
the cellar. It is definitely
is not designed for
long-term cellaring.
8499 Montblanc
362 Tempranillo/
Cabernet,
DO Catalunya, 2015,
C239, Lot 8499
2018 now
available, C266,
Lot 1277

Greg Rinehart
WSET Advanced, Area Representative,
Central Ontario

This is an excellent reflection of a
small, terroir-driven boutique
winery! This is a rich, luscious,
smooth wine and is made from
low-yielding, 55-year-old Grenache,
45-year-old Tempranillo and
25-year-old Graciano bush-style
vines. With soft aromas of spice,
vanilla and stewed fruits, this is a big
wine destined for Canadian BBQs. It
will continue to evolve over the next
five years and is a must-buy for
members seeking a premium
artisan-crafted wine. Each bottle is
individually numbered.
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Opimian Does Its Part
In the interest of eco design, this magazine is printed on
Domtar Cougar Smooth paper, allowing us to make a responsible
environmental choice without sacrificing quality or performance,
with a minimum of 10% post-consumer recycled content.
It is acid-free and FSC® certified.
300-2170 René-Lévesque West 
Montreal QC Canada H3H 2T8
opimian.ca

